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1. Introduction. The present paper evolved out of an attempt to prove a
theorem of Ingham [2; 374], a "high indices" theorem for Dirichlet series which
is the following

THEOREM 1 (Ingham). Suppose that the Dirichlet series

(1.1) f(u) f(s + iO ae-’

and the function f(u) defined by it satisfy the following conditions:
(!) In- ln-1

_
24 > O;

(2) the series is convergent for s > O;
(3) for some fixed T > r/2d, the mean value

f( q- it) dt
2T r

is bounded for s -- -q- O;
(4) f(u) is regular at s O, or (f(u) f(O))/u (suitably defined on s O) is

continuous in the region s >_ O, -T <_ <_ T for some T > O.

Then an converges to the sum f(O).

This theorem constitutes simultaneously a generalization to and analogue for
Dirichlet series of theoremsof Fatou and M. Riesz on power series, and a theorem
of Hardy-.Littlewood, sometimes called the "high indices" theorem. The main
difficulty of the theorem lies in proving that conditions (1), (2), (3) involve
an o(1) as n --, . We shall concern ourselves in the first section with de-
riving conditions ensuring this or the equally potent an 0(1) as n --, . We
refer to Ingham’s paper for the convergenc.e proofs. We shaft use the theory of
Fourier integrals to derive in place of (3) a condition of an analogous type, but
not comparable to it generally. Then using the apparatus at hand and the
methods of this section, we shall prove a moment theorem for the sequence
(e "), with the separation condition on the exponents, for the interval (- , ).
Then,. in passing, we show how a generalization of a Tauberian theorem of
Wiener yields the Hausdorff-Young theorem for generalized trigonometric series.
Finally we extend a theorem of Gorny connecting the coefficients of the expan-
sion of a function in a generalized trigonometric series, satisfying a separation
theorem, with the mean values of the derivatives of the function.
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